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Focus on CPD and webinars.

High calibre speakers, CPD in the comfort
of your own armchair and all for free!
Hill's™ Pet Nutrition is offering a flying start
to CPD record cards in 2011, with the
launch of a series of five free webinars
delivered by RCVS specialists.

Nursing Then and Now - The
President's View
In this issue:

Sue Badger is President of the BVNA this
year. She has been a veterinary nurse for
over 30 years and is currently
Undergraduate Dean of Veterinary Nursing

Dear Steve

Watch out for Webinars!

It's January. Enough said? If you are feeling that postfestive slump, this issue aims to give you a few ideas to

Go with the Flow
Nursing Then and Now The President's View

enthuse you about the year ahead. With the cat and dog
population neck and neck at 8 million each, perhaps it's
time to focus on feline medicine? We bring you news of
free CPD that will be the cat's pyjamas for busy

Hot Topic: Pouch
Perfection

clinicians. A recent study suggests there could be scope
to think again about your approach to struvite dissolution
and we bring news of upgraded pouches - perfect for the

and Head of Centre at Bristol Vet School.
We asked her to reflect on the changes she
has seen and the challenges that lie ahead
in 2011. more >

fussiest feline. BVNA President, Sue Badger shares what
she has learned from 30 plus years in vet nursing and
her plans for 2011. And just to keep you ahead of the

Hot Topic: Pouch Perfection

pack, we bring a little sniff of an exciting virtual
development that's coming your way soon. Keep
watching!
Tim Dobbins, Associate Veterinary Affairs Manager

Coming soon is a new taste improvement in our Prescription Diet Feline Chunks in
Gravy pouch products i/d™, c/d™ and k/d™. Offering a fresh single serving at each
meal, pouches have become increasing popular with cats, and owners love the
Tim's dog Breeze
enjoying the snow

convenience. Both k/d and c/d were preferred by cats in a taste preference test* over our
leading competitor's equivalent product and i/d had parity with the leading competitor in
the same taste preference test. Taste, texture and appearance have been improved,

Watch out for Webinars!
High calibre speakers, CPD in the comfort
of your own armchair and all for free!
Hill's™ Pet Nutrition is offering a flying start
to CPD record cards in 2011, with the
launch of a series of five free webinars
delivered by RCVS specialists. The

making Hill's Prescription Diet pouches an even more attractive option than ever before.
All of this, without the use of artificial colourants or flavour enhancers, while still offering
the same great nutritional benefits! Expect to see the new pouches appearing from
February onwards.
*Hill's Data on File

webinars all focus on feline medicine and
last an hour with additional time for

Breaking News: Open Access!

questions. more >

On 11th January we gave vets, students and nurses across Europe an opportunity to
take a look round our world famous Pet Nutrition Centre in Topeka via a live webcast. If
you didn't get the chance to join us, there will soon be an opportunity to view again as
an exciting virtual veterinary world launches next month. Watch this space to find out
more...

Go with the Flow
Hill's Pet Nutrition has announced several
innovations that will provide an expanded
portfolio of products proven to manage
FLUTD (feline lower urinary tract disease).
A major benefit, given the number of obese
cats we see in the UK, is the addition of a
new Prescription Diet™: Feline c/d™
Multicare Reduced Calorie. more >
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live link: http://bit.ly/g4O0Fs

Learning Management System
Hill’s Pet Nutrition - Vet Nurse Academy

Module Content

eg. for case-study or “text-book” style.

Narrated Animation Movie
eg. for “lecture-style”

Narrated Animation Movie / Interactive FAQ
eg. for “lecture-style”

live link: http://www.skillsaccelerator.com/guides/Mpls/MplsExternal.html

Module: Assessments
Interactive Quizzes
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Modules: Scenarios and Role-Plays
eg. for differential diagnosis exercise
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Modules: Qualitative feedback
Coaching and revision guidance
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Modules: Quantitative Feedback
Dashboard and Charts
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LMS Supervision and Analytics
Reporting and Admin

with comprehensive metrics of user behaviour
and performance, customisable reports and
graphic charts

Reflection/Reinforcement

Educational Interactive Mini-games and Social features
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